
I would like to extend a 'W3l"IIl welcome to all our new members. We are
so happy to have you join us and bring your unique talents to strengthen
us as a ~ue- Remember the dub is roo by volunteers so if yom-have any
hidden talents and would bke to put them to use, just speak to a board
member and 'We wiD. be happy to find a use for them. Thank: you Sandra
for aking over the garden by the front gate, it looks 'WOnderful.

We received about 100 Scottish pins from a visitor and need to display them.
Any dub member who is into arts and crafts your ideas are needed.

See you on the green.~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ =~~

~--------------~ ----------
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COMING EVENTS ~OR AUGUST
8/2/3- SANJ DIEGO INVITATIONAL
MIXED TRIPS 2 SAN DIEGO
8/9-DETI A MARVIN MIXED TRIPS @
LA~UNA I3EACH
8110 - RALPH ECTON TRIPS @OXNARD
8/16 - PAT GONZALES MIXED AUSSIE
PAIRS @> LONG BEACH
8117 - THE GROVES MIXED TRIPS @THE
GROVES
8/20 WED. LADIES DAY @ LAGUNA
6EACH
8/23 - JOHN CLARK MIXED TRIPS @
~ERMOSA 6EACH
8/24 'MEN'S NOVICE PAIRS @TBA,
WOMEN'S VET NOVICE PAIRS @LAGUNA
6EACH

COMING EVENTS l=OR
SEPTEMBER
9/6-JOSLYN MIXED TRIPS @HOLM6Y
PARK
9/7 -MACCA8EE PAIRS@BEVERLY
HILLS
9/14 - 9nO US OPEN CHECK
LOCALES ON UNE
9/24-LADIES DAY @ SANTA ANA
9/27 -MIKE AND MIMI MAJER MIXED
PAIRS@LAGUNA WOODS
9/28-AUSSIE PAIRS@RIVERSIDE

THE WINE COUNTRY
Randy Kemner

Proprietor562.597.8303
800.505.5564

Fax 562.587.9493
2301 Redondo Avenue
Signal Hill, CA 90755

www.thewinecountry.com

BITS AND PIECES AND
BOWLING POINTS TO PONDER

(ON THE MAT WITH MORRIS!)

• FACING YOUR AIMING POINT,
PLACE YOUR NON-

STEPPING FOOT WITH 61G
TOE DIRECTLY IN CENTER
01=THE MAT (BACK AND

FOREHAND)
• ALWAYS STAND ON THE MAT

UNTIL YOUR BOWL RESTS
• MENTALLY ADJUST YOUR

BIAS (TAR~ET POINT)
A1=TEREACH TURN WITHOUT
GETTING TOO EMOTIONAL:t

AUGUST BIRTHDAYS
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RECENT TOURNAMENT
PLAY

The SWWD Rinks played
recently ... showed off some of

our own gals...Cecile, Heidi·
Stephanie, and Laurie took 2nd

place ...Eileen and Candy were
on a team which took 3rd

place Now to the
guys....the Cary MacDonald

highlighted Malcolm and Tony
D who took s" in the "Cary"

...and Grant and Barry who took
~d in the

"MacDonald" good show
ail!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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There are "rumblings" that we

may be hosting the Nationals in
2015 .if that be so, wouldn't



it be nice to get some things
going to make our physical
location a bit "spiffed Up"... .it all

starts with conversation and
action with the growth of
our club, there are new
members who don't know all

our names so, please try to
wear your name tag when you
play (if you wish to purchase a
second or third tag, see Carol

Poto] .... still waiting on the
northeast corner of center green
to be recemented ... til' then,

watch your stepi.. ..we have some

planters around the greens that
could do with some recoloring (I
make up these lIre"words as 1

gOl).. please see Jim with your
ideas and/or donations ..... the
figs are ripe for the
pickin' ... don't eat too many as -

they may give you the
"runs" Hats off to all those

who are giving Stephanie
assistance on the greens' 4-

maintenance you know who

you are and are much
appreciatedn.. to those who

bowl on Wednesday night - if

you see empty trash bins at the
street (after Wednesday pickup)

would you mind bringing them

in? we don't have an
Ilassigned" person for it and

there have been a "load" of bins
with extra cuttings Where .
is Carl Barry? .....he has been

travelling down the coast on his
bicycle stopping, supposedly, at
various clubs along the

way hope all is well with
him Late News (and only

because 1am late with this
month's issue) Candy,
along with Kelly Warren, won
the San Diego Mixed Pairs this

past weekend 11111111111


